
Theoremottotal probability

Let Bi Bz Bn form a partition of s

lie they are mutually exclusive and
collectively exhaustive

we can decompose any event A into a

collection of mutually exclusive events

ARB LAN Bz l A n Bn

Because A Ans A B UBz U UBn

ABD v Ar Ba v v AnBn

since they're disjoint we can compute

PlA P AnB

Applying the definition of conditional probability

n

PCAJ if.PH BilPCBi

These are both the theorem of total
probability
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Exampleithenemottotalprobability
Acompany has 3 machines that make her

resistors Events B Bz Bz represent those
resistors made by machines 1,2 3 respectively

80 of resistors from B are within son of
n desired

90To Bz
in60 Bs

and Machine B makes 3000 resistors per hour

Be 4000

Bs 3000

All resistors are mixed together and
a resistor is chosen at random

what is the probability that a given resistor is

within Sor of the desired value

Answer start by defining events

Let A resistor is within 501 of desired

Then translate the words into math

PCAIB 0.8 PCAIBD 0.9 PLAIBD 0.6

The total resistors produced in an hour 10 ooo

So P B 0.3 PCB 0.4 PCBs e 0.3



Then apply the theorem of total probability

PLA NAIB PCB PCA IBD PCR tMA Bs PCBs

o 8 0.3 t o 9 0.4 t o 6 0.3

10,78J
For these 3 machines overall 78

of resistors are within 5 of the
desired value

Anappwachusingagram
Sao
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Bi Be B3
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pCAIBD PLAYBi playB 0.6 PLAYBs

n

A

BIA BAA BAA BHA
0.8 0.3 0.211013 fo 0,4 al 0.4 0 6 0.3 4

Og2g 0.06 0ggf3e 0.04 Ogie 0.12

PLA 0.24 0.36 0.18 0.78



The tree diagram explained

The root of the tree top or left

is the entire sample space
Each node is an event

Each set of branches partition the event

at the previous node into disjoint sets

Label each branch nith a conditional probability

The conditioning event is the event at the
previous node

Note PCA P Ats
Leaf nodes at the bottom or right are events of

example AA B
interest

To get the probability of an event corresponding
to a leaf node follow the path from
the leaf node to the root multiplying
probabilities

Probabilitiesleavingeachnodesumbli

Ateachlevelofthetregtheprobabilitiesofalleventssumt



one example of the power of probability

dlfined by conditional probability

Return to the example of 3 machines making
resistors

We know that PLA1B 0.8 PlatBz 0.9

and PCA1B 0.6

Originally Pl B 0.3 PCB 0.4 PCBs1 0.3

Now suppose machine 3 breaks completely

and stops making any resistors

In this new scenario PCB 3h PCB 4
7

what is the probability of event A now

Answer

PCA PIA Bi MB PCAIBDP Ba

t fo 8 3 t o a 4

2.4 4.6
1 67

Because machines 1 and 2 didn't change



Example Suppose 2 houses race against

each other regularly and its observed

that in rain house 1 wins 70 of the

time but in dry weather house 1 only
wins 20 of the time

a The two horses are scheduled to race

a week from now and the forecast is

50 chance of rain What's the probability

horse I will win
Answer Let It horse twins R rain

we know PIHIR 0.7 PCH'tR 0.3

P H R 0,2 PCH IR 0.8

By the theorem
of total probability

PLH plHI r RR Pl HlRc PIR

I on 0.2 Io YETI
b The morning of the race the forecast predicts

807 chance of rain What's the revised

probability horse I will win

Answer now PCR 0.8 and PCR9 0.2

ptHJ CO.tl Co8 o.z Co 2 0i6

Interpretation using conditional probabilities to definemodels can be very powerfu



Bayes Rule Thomas Bayes was a

minister 1702 1761
Recall the definition of He never published his work
conditional probability i

PLA IB RAAB f PCB o

Tj
Multiplying both sides by PCB we have

PIA B PCB plan B P BIA PCA

so
plblaj.PH BPlBJwhenPCAI

PCA andPCB o

a partition of n setsThis

aboextendstPl Bi IA PlA Bi pLB

MAIBk PCBK

e probability
note that in the denominator we applied the

theorem of to

we will use versions of Bayes Rule throughout
the course to tease from observing the outcome
of an experiment

Use Bayes Rule when you want to flip the

conditioning for example when the model describes

PCA 1B but you want to find PCBIA



P Bi are prior probabilities
a priori before the experiment

P BiH are the posterior probabilities

a posteriori after observing
the outcome
that the event

A occurred during
the experiment



A classic example where intuition often fails us

You have been tested for cancer and you received
a positive test result However only 0.5 of

the population has this particular cancer

The test is 98 accurate

Whatarethechancesyonharecancei
To define events step back and consider the

situation that existed before the experiment

The experiment was to take the cancer test

There were 2 uncertainties
a you may

or may not have cancer event c

b you may or may not receive
a positive result

cancer l P positive result
eventP

want p CIP since you did get a positive

Accuracy 98 pLpl E o or
result

and P pelc 0,02

Also P c 0.005 from the problem statement

Pcclp PlfYp
PlPk P

0.98 o 005
P PK PCC 1 PCP pay

I 0.198
0.98 0.005 t 002 0.995

Abont20Y.chanayonhavecanardespiteaposnretest.it



Comments on the conclusions drawn by Bayes Rule

A Lot depends on the prior probability in this

case P c

pulp PlfYp
PlPk P

P Pk Pcc 1 PCP d pay

examyple 98 test accuracy

prior
probability

posterior
probability

p 4P
0,005 0,198

0,05

0.5 0.98

The doctor might have had a hunch that you

had cancer before ordering the test So the PCC

might have been higher

Even if Pcc is small and say PCCIP
I 0,2

we can increase our belief about the event c

by doing a second test



Example Binary communications channel

send receive

O O

i

Let Si send i and Ri receive i

In a real system we could measure the probability

of receiving a one when we send a zero

and that of receiving a zero when we send a ore

Suppose when we send a zero it is correctly

received 95 of the time and when we

send a zero it's correctly received 90 of thetime

Then PCR 1 So 0.95 and PCR IS 0.1

SO PC R Iso 0,05 and PCRo IS 0.9

The prior probabilities Pcso and PCs will

affect the overall probability of error in this case

PC error PC error 1So Pcso PC error IS Pls

PCR Iso Pcso t P Rots PCS

P R Iso Pcso P Ro IS l Pcso



Another quantity of potential interest

what's the probability that if you received a one
Ri that a one was actually sent

PCR Is Pls
Banes Rule pls IR

PCR if PCRH

So we need to find PCR using the theorem
of total probability

PCR PCR Iso Pcso PCR Is Pls

Suppose P So Pls 12

PCR o 05 Yz 0,90 Yz 0.475

And substituting this into Bayes Rule

Pls IR
o 9 h

7475 9095

Also Pl Sol Ri 5 95

a sensible result More likely to have

set a ore if we receive a one

BUT suppose the prior probabilities
were different

P so 0.99 and PCs 0.01

Using the same equations PCR 0.0585

P S IR 0.154

Even if we receive a one it's more likely
that a zero was sent


